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INTRODUCTION

Overview
®
This Reviewer’s Guide provides an overview of the Interwoven Content Provisioning
Solution (CPS) – an industry-leading software solution that standardizes the way
application updates are aggregated, synchronized and deployed throughout testing,
staging and production environments.

The Content Provisioning solution is specifically designed for content rich
organizations that are striving to control costs and reduce complexity within an
increasingly dynamic application environment. It gives IT Operations full control over
the provisioning of application assets, delivers reporting, version control, and rollback
capabilities, and features configurable workflows to streamline the release process.
As a result, key IT compliance requirements are met through an auditable, historical
snapshot of all application changes. In addition, release management costs are
reduced by automating error-prone manual processes while accelerating application
time to market.
The Content Provisioning solution begins with an assessment of existing provisioning
processes. This assessment reviews current processes and technologies within
Web-based application environments, identifies areas of inefficiency, and designs a
tailored implementation plan for a Content Provisioning solution.
As part of the solution, Interwoven provides two key products: OpenDeploy® and
ControlHub:
•
•

OpenDeploy: Provides secure, transactional aggregation and deployment
capabilities.
ControlHub: Is a centralized hub for released application content, which
includes code (dynamic content), static content and configurations. Version
control provides rollback capabilities while workflows streamline the provisioning
process.

Audience
This guide is intended for IT professionals who would like an introduction to the
Content Provisioning Solution. Reviewers should be familiar with the basics of their
operating system and know how to use a web browser.

Assumptions
The Content Provisioning Solution is installed on a single system via a unified
installer. OpenDeploy and ControlHub are automatically configured for integrated
operation. Installation instructions can be found in the ControlHub Installation
Guide.
Although additional OpenDeploy Base Servers and Receivers may be installed on
different systems to facilitate distributed provisioning, this guide assumes everything
is self-contained on a single system. Follow the steps in the Installation Guide to
install CPS, preferably with the default values presented by the installer. If you are
installing on a Windows server, you must have administrator privileges. You must
have root privileges to install on a UNIX server.
After completing the steps above, proceed to WELCOME to the REVIEWER’S TOUR
on the next page.
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WELCOME TO THE
REVIEWER’S TOUR

Product Uses
Please read the Assumptions section on page 1 before proceeding.
The Content Provisioning Solution delivers value to the following users:
1.

The Administrator who sets up and manages OpenDeploy and ControlHub

2.

The User who executes provisioning jobs

3.

The Developer who may participate in the provisioning process, for example, by
approving changes on a test server prior to deployment into production

The distribution environment may be as simple or sophisticated as required by the
implementer. Systems may include a mix of Windows and Unix platforms. Each
system that participates in the distribution environment runs an OpenDeploy Receiver
or Base Server. A Receiver is an agent that handles incoming deployments. A Base
Server is a sender that may also act as a receiver – typically to facilitate multi-tiered
distribution. For convenience, this guide will rely on a single Base Server, installed as
part of the CPS package, running loop-back deployments to itself.
The CPS package also includes ControlHub and the OpenDeploy Administration
Package, which provide user interface and reporting functions.

PRODUCTIVITY
THROUGH EASE OF USE

Intuitive Browser-based Interface
ControlHub’s browser-based interface makes it easy to initiate, manage and monitor
activity from anywhere. ControlHub is the main operations console. Administrators
use the ControlHub UI to set up branches, Workareas, and access rules. Users run
and track workflows and associated deployment jobs. Developers approve or reject
updates from the ControlHub UI or the e-mail interface.

Using the ControlHub User Interface
After logging in, the ControlHub browser UI displays. The top left portion of the UI
contains the ControlHub tabs including:
•
•

Content: Set up and access information in branches and workareas.
Workflow: Initiate and monitor workflows that define the steps in the content
provisioning process.
•
Administration: Perform administrative tasks associated with ControlHub.
•
Deployment: Monitor aggregation and provisioning deployments.
The top right portion of the UI contains a tab to access the OpenDeploy Admin UI, a
Logout tab, About tab containing information about the ControlHub application, and a
Help tab to obtain information about using various ControlHub functions.
The ControlHub UI is intended to be simple and intuitive. When a tab is selected,
relevant menus and panes display. The UI also displays a navigation tree on the left
side of the UI window. Click on an arrow to expand or contract the navigation tree. As
you click on each node in the tree, the right side of the UI provides details and
functions that are relevant to the selected node.
ControlHub has a link to the OpenDeploy Admin UI. This lets Administrators
configure deployments, and lets Users manually run or override ad hoc, scheduled
and simulated deployments. The OpenDeploy Admin UI also provides a reporting
center through which reports on all ControlHub (workflow) and OpenDeploy
(deployment) events can be generated.
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AUTOMATING THE
CONTENT
PROVISIONING
PROCESS

Automate Content Provisioning through ControlHub
In a “classic” model, applications were created in the “Development Zone” of the
enterprise. The completed software was released and delivered to the IT Operations
Department, who were responsible for rolling it out to servers in the “Production
Zone.”
This classic flow is time-consuming and can be error prone. Today, large enterprises
may support hundreds of applications and web-based content. Unlike mainframe or
client-server applications, many of these applications require frequent updates, often
on a weekly or even daily basis. Updates to today’s Web-based applications are
typically pushed incrementally to live servers—often outside the confines of the
firewall. Synchronization must also occur across distributed servers. These
characteristics impact IT Operations by imposing a critical bottleneck for enterprises.
Enterprises need a new model and a new tool to meet the content provisioning needs
of the enterprise.
Interwoven’s Content Provisioning Solution can be used to break this bottleneck by
automating the content provisioning process. The Content Provisioning Solution,
consisting of the ControlHub and OpenDeploy, can store application updates,
organize change sets for multiple applications, handle versioning and rollback,
handle workflow, and automatically notify IT staff via email. It also provides reporting
and audit capabilities and a secure environment that limits access to content and
functions. The illustration below shows the steps typically performed in the
Development and Production Zones and how the Content Provisioning Solution
automates this process.
We will illustrate the easy-to-use ControlHub content provisioning process as we walk
you through this demo.
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CONTENT
PROVISIONING STEPS
IN CONTROLHUB

In most enterprises, the application build process is typically done manually. It is
time-consuming, inefficient and error-prone. ControlHub automates the steps in
content provisioning, releasing change sets, and the application build process. The
steps used in ControlHub and OpenDeploy are optional and configurable, so they
can be tailored to meet the needs of each enterprise.
The process typically starts with building the application in ControlHub. OpenDeploy
aggregates files into ControlHub, invoking a packaging step if necessary.
OpenDeploy deploys the files to a test server, where a developer reviews the
application files and approves them.
OpenDeploy then deploys the changes to pre-production servers. IT Operations
approves that the application is behaving as expected in an environment that
resembles production. After the approval from IT Operations, OpenDeploy deploys
the build to production servers. The production deployment is flexible and may be on
demand or scheduled. Reports are available as an audit trail. It is also possible to
“rollback” production changes to an earlier version.

Demonstration of Content Provisioning
As part of the Reviewer’s Guide, you will run though an example exercise to illustrate
the steps used for content provisioning within Control Hub. In this example, you will
utilize Content Provisioning to make an update to the sample application called the
Ajuba Banking web application. The following are the steps you will perform in this
exercise:
First, you will login into ControlHub and initiate a workflow job (representing a
task performed by IT Operations.) This job will use OpenDeploy to aggregate
the Content into a branch and Workarea in ControlHub that has been preconfigured for the Ajuba Banking application.
This workflow will use OpenDeploy to deploy the application to test, preproduction, and production servers. (For the purpose of this example, these
three deployments will take place to the same Tomcat server installed with
Content Provisioning.)
The workflow will go through various approval steps and eventually submit the
changes to the Staging area in Control Hub and version the changes by
publishing a new Edition.
After completing and deploying the first workflow, you will make updates to the
Ajuba Bank web content (representing a task that might be performed by
Development.) You will initiate another workflow and deploy the changes to the
Production server and then display the changed web content.
As part of this exercise, you will use ControlHub to “roll back” the job, which
rolls back the application to the edition created by the first provisioning job. This
demonstrates a change in the target application after the rollback job
completes.
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USING THE
CONTROLHUB DEMO

Logging into ControlHub
Login into ControlHub http://<hostname>. Since you will be performing tasks as an IT
Operations member, be sure you use a user with an Administrator role. Enter your
Username and Password, and then select the role of Administrator from the dropdown box. Your role determines what you can access in ControlHub and
OpenDeploy.

Login credentials include a
system user ID and password,
and an authorized role

Tour of the Content UI
Click on the Content tab to display the Content UI. The left side of the UI window
provides a navigation tree for expanding functional areas such as branches,
workareas, and editions. The top-level of the navigation tree is a branch, which
corresponds to the application in Control Hub. The workarea is where updates are
aggregated. Editions are snapshots of the application state as deployed to
production. Click on an arrow to expand or contract the navigation tree. As you click
on each node in the tree, the right side of the UI provides details and functions that
are relevant to the selected node such as Editions, STAGING, and Workareas. New
branches can also be added from this window and more information displayed about
properties.

Navigation tree

Branch for managing
application

Workareas for aggregating code
and content
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Starting a Workflow in ControlHub
1.

A branch and workarea for Ajuba Banking have been created for you.
Navigate into AjubaBanking branch to the Workarea called Workarea1.
(Click on the workarea name to get into the workarea, as shown below.)

2.

Start the workflow by going to the Actions Menu and selecting "New Job."

3.

A screen displays where you select the provisioning options. Select the
option “Demo Provisioning” and the ControlHub Provisioning Workflow
screen displays where you enter the provisioning information to be
associated with the workflow.

4.

Fill in any number for the change request. Select a user for the
Development Contact (this is the Development person.)

Select Actions Menu to
start a new job

Note: ControlHub can be configured to set up email support for the person
identified as the contact.
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5.

Enter some text for the job description.

6.

Enter an edition name to help identify the edition, such as Ajuba mainscr2. If
left blank, the system will number it as ed_0001.

7.

Start the workflow by clicking “Submit.” The workflow has now started.
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ControlHub Workflow and Change Request Overview
The steps you just performed are similar to the steps that IT Operations or
Development might take to start the change request process. A change request may
be initiated by development and contains all of the information needed for IT
Operations to perform an update of the application. The current change request
mechanism used by an Enterprise can still be used with Interwoven’s Content
Provisioning Solution.
The Workflow is a powerful feature in ControlHub that can be used to automate the
deployment and rollback process. Workflows are useful for content provisioning since
multiple people may participate in the process, approvals are needed at various
points, and patterns of interactions are repeated frequently. When a workflow is
initiated, we refer to the workflow as a new job. A job can consist of one or more
tasks, with each task representing a step in the workflow. When all of the tasks have
been completed, the job is completed.
Alternatively, the files can be copied into a Workarea through ControlHub’s file
system interface, which makes the ControlHub content store appear as a drive on
Windows systems or a file system mount on Unix.
Automated workflows ensure approvals and notifications occur at the appropriate
points in the provisioning process. When code, content and configuration files are
staged and ready to be provisioned, the new application version is saved as an
“Edition” and OpenDeploy delivers the incremental changes to the target servers in
the “Production Zone.” Editions provide an efficient mechanism for recording the
state of target servers at any point in time. As a result, OpenDeploy can instantly roll
back an application to a previous state by simply deploying the files that differ
between the previous and current Editions. Furthermore, Editions help satisfy audit
requirements by preserving accurate snapshots of applications as they existed at
specific points in time.
The Workflow process also includes Branches, which are either a single branch per
application or multiple branches to accommodate patch and application releases. The
illustration below shows how ControlHub obtains information, how it is stored in
Workareas (WA) and sent to Staging Areas (STG).
Each group that releases updates for an application is considered a “feed” within the
content provisioning process—feeds may come from a single group (isolated feed) or
multiple sources (coordinated feeds.) Isolated feeds map to separate Workareas so
that independent change sets can be provisioned separately. Coordinated feeds map
to a single Workarea so that files related to a particular change set can be
aggregated from multiple sources. Workareas on the same branch share the same
Staging area, which is where a change set is promoted prior to creating an Edition.
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MONITOR THE
WORKFLOW

Monitoring Workflow Overview
ControlHub and OpenDeploy both offer a number of areas where you can track the
status of a job. Depending on where you are in the Workflow, you can see
information about the status in the Workflow, Deployment, or Content tabs in
ControlHub. OpenDeploy also has extensive monitoring capabilities and a variety of
reports you can display and print to track status and document an audit trail.

Monitoring the Workflow in ControlHub
Go to the Workflow tab, select “Jobs.'” In this screen, you can monitor the state of the
workflow. The top half of the screen shows the active workflow job you just initiated.
The bottom half of the screen shows the active and completed tasks that comprise
the workflow. Keep refreshing this page to get an updated list of tasks.

Execute and monitor
provisioning and
rollback jobs

IT staff monitor the status of workflows and jobs using the Workflow screen. Various
options are available on this screen including:
Place a check mark in the “Jobs” or “Task” fields to display more details
associated with the job or task.
Click the arrow next to the “Initiated Priority” field to display a drop-down
menu where you can set priorities such as High, Medium or Low.
Click the arrow next to the “Actions” field to display a drop-down menu
where you can set these options: “Change Priorities” or “End Job.”
Click the numbers next to the “Duration Due Date” field to display a dropdown where you can view or change dates associated with the job or task.
Note: Actions that can be performed on this screen are tied to the user level. For
example, a User may only be able to view the status but not make changes. An
Administrator has full rights and can make changes.
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